
CREATING POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS

How to Create a PowerPoint Presentation: The possible uses of PowerPoint are countless. A slide show can help a
teacher teach a lesson, illustrate an event in.

The much-maligned PowerPoint is not dead. You will see your new slide appear to the left under the first, as
well become the large slide that you can edit. Bad slides, delivered badly will make your audience regret their
second serving at the buffet. The top will insert a new slide with a default layout. Use visuals to help express
your message Pictures, charts, graphs, and SmartArt graphics provide visual cues for your audience to
remember. Add meaningful art to complement the text and messaging on your slides. Tips for creating an
effective presentation Consider the following tips to keep your audience interested. Animation in PowerPoint
Animation in Keynote The trick when presenting text, like a short list of bullets, is to make your point without
losing the audience. I might be presenting statistics sparingly , recalling an experience that leads to a lesson, or
teaching a lesson. Minimize the number of slides To maintain a clear message and to keep your audience
attentive and interested, keep the number of slides in your presentation to a minimum. Click To Tweet 2. Your
slides are there to ADD to a well-designed speech, not to replace it. The design will carry over for the rest of
the slides you create unless you decide to change just one, like described earlier. Give your presentation On
the Slide Show tab, do one of the following: To start the presentation at the first slide, in the Start Slide Show
group, click From Beginning. When in doubt, dump it. You can also click the bottom half of this button,
which will allow you to choose what type of layout you want. Browse for the picture you want, and then
choose Insert. Use bullets or short sentences, and try to keep each item to one line. Keep your slide text simple
You want your audience to listen to you present your information, instead of reading the screen. On the Insert
tab, choose Picture. You don't want the background or design to detract from your message. Your job is to
make you the star. For more information about how to use themes, see Apply a theme to add color and style to
your presentation. On the View tab, in the Presentation Views group, click Normal. Leave the fireworks to
Disney. Whether delivered in PowerPoint, on a PC, or Keynote, on a Mac, bad slides, delivered badly will
make your audience regret their second serving at the buffet. Heck, they can even make an otherwise good
presentation awesome. Generally speaking, a font size smaller than 30 might be too difficult for the audience
to see. Make your images larger in this post I share where to get free images and reduce the text. Build your
slides last. Choose an audience-friendly font size The audience must be able to read your slides from a
distance. Click inside the Notes pane below the slide, and begin typing your notes.


